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 by wuestenigel   

Im Herzen Afrikas 

"African Rendezvous"

Im Herzen Afrikas will transport you to the spheres of Africa in their

wonderfully themed restaurant that has cozy tents, lighting that gives out

a red glow along with candlelight, African murals and eclectic African

music. You can choose to sit on pillows, in sand or on the cute African

stools while waiting for your culinary African journey to begin. The food is

prepared daily and is delightful to taste. Recommendations are highly

recommended and please carry cash since credit cards are not accepted

here.

 +49 69 2424 6080  www.imherzenafrikas-

frankfurt.de/

 info@imherzenafrikas-

frankfurt.de

 Gutleutstraße 13,

Francoforte

 by adamdachis   

Ambassel Restaurant 

"Ethiopia in Frankfurt"

Ethiopian cuisine awaits at Ambassel Restaurant! Named after an

Ethiopian region, this restaurant serves up delectable dishes in the

traditional style. This cuisine is usually eaten with the hands, scooping up

the spiced vegetables and meat plates with the Ethiopian traditional

bread, however, cutlery is available upon request. Call or see the website

for more information.

 +49 69 6060 7260  ambassel-restaurant.de/  info@ambassel-

frankfurt.de

 Deutschherrnufer 28,

Francoforte

 by avlxyz   

Selera 

"Authentic Malay Cuisine"

Enjoy the authentic taste of Malaysian cuisine at Selera. Not many

restaurants can prepare authentic dishes like this one, which ensures a

memorable dining experience. This place is rumored to be one of the best

in its category and it is easily the finest Malaysian eatery on the block.

Their rice specialties, noodles, curries, seafood and other dishes are

excellent. Try the rice noodle roll with fried dough, gui lin squid patties,

steamed buns with barbecue pork, and steamed mochi with peanut and

sesame. From moreish appetizers to family-style noodle and curry dishes,

each aromatic preparation is a treat for your senses. The place is budget

friendly too, which is an added bonus when travelling.

 +49 69 2400 9601  Münchener Strasse 52, Francoforte
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 by KOREA.NET - Official page

of the Republic of Korea   

Hankook 

"Korean Delights"

Hankook will help you understand the nuances of Korean food in all its

glory. This restaurant is one of the very few authentic Korean places in

town for great food and even greater drinks. Their menu and the dishes

focus on wholesome food without any decorations or frills and their aim is

to bring in a taste of Korea to this city. Savor traditional specialties like

kimchi jjige, kim sam bok, japchae, and zam pong. The restaurant also

serves excellent Korean barbecue made with quality bulgogi beef. Service

is very nice and attentive and the ambiance is simple yet classy.

 +49 69 6500 7185  Hainer Weg 100, Francoforte
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